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Is there a place for philosophy in the botanical garden?
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`We must cultivate our garden'; so wrote Voltaire at the conclusion of his famous satirical
novel, Candide. In the French language the word `cultivate' has a double meaning consistent
with the dual mission of a botanical garden: (1) conserving the plant collections according to
approved techniques while at the same time (2) transmitting essential knowledge of plants,
ecology and related themes to the public. The latter task entails the transmission not merely
of information, but of ideas, concepts and nally, a philosophy of nature and environment
according to which the information is organized and interpreted. How do we evoke the world
of ideas in a botanical garden? In 2012 the botanical gardens of Neuchâtel and Geneva hosted
exhibits for the tercentenary of Jean Jacques Rousseau's birth (1712-1778). These exhibits
provided a much-needed opportunity to broach the concept of nature philosophy, a theme
relatively rarely addressed by botanical institutions. As concrete examples of applied nature
philosophy we take ideas about forestry management in the canton of Neuchâtel articulated
by Jean Jacques Rousseau, Frédéric Samuel Ostervald (1713-1795), Henri Biolley (1858-1939),
Robert Hainard (1906-1999) and Denis de Rougemont (1906-1985). From over-exploitation of
forests in the 18th century to implementation of the late nineteenth-century productivity principle, and the more recent adoption of the cultivated forest concept, we see the emergence of
an awareness of the need to protect our natural inheritance. We argue that botanical gardens
shouldtogether with other institutions and NGO'sshare the responsibility for transmitting such ideas.
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According to Willison (1994), botanic gardens have an obvious and vital role to play in
conserving plants, but conservation cannot succeed without education. Kaunas botanical
garden (KBG) of Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania has experience in a diverse range of
education activities: from traditional guided excursions which present botanical collections,
to informal education for preschoolers and schoolchildren. KBG is a partner in the Lithuanian Academy of Science's project for the `Development of a National Science Communication
System in Lithuania'. This project provides funding for the NSO laboratory, which began in
2009. The NSO laboratory provides an informal education programme for young explorers
who join the project individually or through their school, when carrying out specic experiments as part of the curriculum (Mildaºiene and tuopyte, 2016). At present, KBG oers a
curriculum-focused informal education programs for nurseries and secondary schools. Education programs include indoor and outdoor interactive and multiple activities: green classes,
summer eld expeditions, summer camps, mini research projects, and presentations of experiments during science festivals among other activities. To spread our way of working further,
in collaboration with the Lithuanian Centre of Non-formal Youth Education, we also started
organising a national level competition `Lithuanian Naturalist'for secondary schools.
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